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Description:
Concise and yet packed with detail, Touching the Void, Joe Simpson's harrowing
account of near-death in the Peruvian Andes, is a compact tour de force that wrestles
with issues of bravery, friendship, physical endurance, the code of the mountains, and
the will to live. Simpson dedicates the book to his climbing partner, Simon Yates, and
to "those friends who have gone to the mountains and have not returned." What is it
that compels certain individuals to willingly seek out the most inhospitable climate on
earth? To risk their lives in an attempt to leave footprints where few or none have

gone before? Simpson's vivid narrative of a dangerous climbing expedition will
convince even the most die-hard couch potato that such pursuits fall within the realm
of the sane. As the author struggles ever higher, readers learn of the mountain's
awesome power, the beautiful--and sometimes deadly--sheets of blue glacial ice, and
the accomplishment of a successful ascent. And then catastrophe: the second half of
Touching the Void sees Simpson at his darkest moment. With a smashed, useless leg,
he and his partner must struggle down a near-vertical face--and that's only the
beginning of their troubles. --This text refers to an alternate edition.
Review "A brilliant, vivd, gripping, heart-stopping account of their terrifying
adventure... Superbly written" Sunday Express "One of the absolute classics of
mountaineering...a document of psychological, even philosophical witness of the rarest
compulsion" --George Steiner, Sunday Times
The thrilling adventure of the century. A mountaineering classic with a happy ending. -gilberto.dur@gmail.com
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In Touching the Void: The True Story of One Manâ€™s Miraculous Survival, English climber Joe Simpson offers an account of surviving
a nearly fatal climb of Siula Grande in the Peruvian Andes. After undergoing six surgeries on his leg, Joe Simpsonâ€™s doctors told him
he would have trouble walking and never climb again. Joe proved his doctors wrong. He continued mountain climbing after two years of
physical rehabilitation. From 2000 to 2003, he attempted to climb the North Face of Eiger in Switzerland six times but had to abort due
to bad weather conditions. Today Simpson is an author and motivatio Touching the Void is the heart-stopping account of Joe Simpson's
terrifying adventure in the Peruvian Andes. He and his climbing partner, Simon, reached the summit of the remote Siula Grande in June
1985. A few days later, Simon staggered into Base Camp, exhausted and frost-bitten, with news that that Joe was dead. What
happened to Joe, and how the pair dealt with the psych Touching the Void is the heart-stopping account of Joe Simpson's terrifying
adventure in the Peruvian Andes. He and his climbing partner, Simon, reached the summit of the remote Siula Grande in June 1985. A
few da Miraculously, Simpson had survived the fall, but crippled, starving, and severely frostbitten was trapped in a deep crevasse.
Summoning vast reserves of physical and spiritual strength, Simpson crawled over the cliffs and canyons of the Andes, reaching base
camp hours before Yates had planned to leave. How both men overcame the torments of those harrowing days is an epic tale of fear,
suffering, and survival, and a poignant testament to unshakable courage and friendship.Â Joe Simpson is the author of several
bestselling books, of which the first, Touching the Void , won both the NCR Award and the Boardman Tasker Award. His later books are
This Game of Ghosts , Storms of Silence , Dark Shadows Falling , The Beckoning Silence and a novel, The Water People . Red notice:
a true story of high finance, murder, and one man's fight for justice. 350 PagesÂ·2015Â·2.06 MBÂ·9,045 DownloadsÂ·New! on
overpowering odds to change the world. Red notice: a true story of high finance, murder, and one When I Fell From the Sky: The True
Story of One Womanâ€™s Miraculous Survival. 218 PagesÂ·2011Â·3.32 MBÂ·1,709 DownloadsÂ·New! in the wake of the disaster.
When I Fell From the Sky: The True Story of One Womanâ€™s Miraculo ...Â - The True Story of the Man Who Recruited Robert
Hanssen and Aldrich Ames Victor Cherkashin|Grego The Republic of Pirates: Being the True and Surprising Story of the Caribbean
Pirates and the Man. 364 PagesÂ·2007Â·3.31 MBÂ·5,336 DownloadsÂ·New!

Touching the Void is a 1988 book by Joe Simpson, recounting his and Simon Yates's near fatal descent after climbing the 6,344-metre
(20,814 ft) peak Siula Grande in the Peruvian Andes. Approximately 15% of the book is written by Yates. It has sold over a million
copies and has been translated into over 20 languages. In 1985, Simpson and Yates reached the summit of Siula Grande a major peak
in the Cordillera Huayhuash in the Peruvian Andes via the previously unclimbed West Face. They began descending Start reading
Touching the Void on your Kindle in under a minute.Â Certainly one of the best survival stories out there. I originally saw and purchased
the movie which could only have been better if it was in Imax as the photography is absolutely breath taking. The book certainly has
some more detail however I think having seen the movie helps a bit with visualizing the extreme conditions these guys were in.Â
Verified Purchase. Joe Simpson One manâ€™s journey back from the edge of deathâ€¦ In 1985, Joe Simpson and Simon Yates made
an assault on the previously unclimbed West Face of Siula Grande, in Peru. Reaching the summit was a proud moment. A story of a
mans survival while climbing a mountain. It made me wonder why anyone would take up this type of endeavour. I gave the book to a
man who had climbed Mt. Kilimanjaro, thinking he would enjoy it. Read more.Â Fabulous read of a mans miraculous survival with a
badly broken leg in a desolate mountain range, life and death decisions mountaineers have to make and a man's will to live. Read more.
Helpful. Joe Simpson is the author of several bestselling books, of which the first, Touching the Void, won both the NCR Award and the
Boardman Tasker Award. His later books are This Game of Ghosts, Storms of Silence, Dark Shadows Falling, The Beckoning Silence
and a novel, The Water People. Discover the best of shopping and entertainment with Amazon Prime. Prime members enjoy FREE
Delivery on millions of eligible domestic and international items, in addition to exclusive access to movies, TV shows, and more. > Get
started.

